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Sorry Grandma Saturday Guestlist is exclusively for friends. It takes someone special in your life to
make it to the list. It certainly will not feature your grandma because the list is young, hip and there
to party into the night; something your grandma is not likely to approve.

As an adult you have the freedom of choosing your own circle of friends. Surely, you have the
brains to do so and do not need the approval of your grandma. It is another matter altogether that
grandma does not realize the fact that you are not a grandbaby any more. They fail to see the fact
that you are now big enough to party and have some red hot fun. That is why the Sorry Grandma
Saturday Guestlist is all about making your own moves and choosing friends that you believe are in
groove with your thoughts.

Sorry Grandma is the latest weekend club in Melbourne which is attracting weekend crowd in
droves. It is a hot place with a variety of music blaring out every Friday and Saturday. You can
choose from techno styles to R&B and everything in between. You can dance nonstop to the
different styles of music dished out by several DJs.

If you are craving for that Friday night out with friends, food and music then Sorry Grandma is the
place to head to. Treat your friends to the best of weekend times with their two levels of music
playing the latest in electro/tech house and R&B every Friday night.

Make your own Sorry Grandma Saturday Guestlist without having to bother whether grandma would
approve. Take the weekend by the horns with your dearest friends and just blast away into the
glorious night with the best of music and sexy fun elements.

Sorry Grandma is young having opened just a couple of years back. The feel is ultra cool and
decidedly hip and peppy. The best of music heats up the atmosphere in no time and dance floor is
alight with young energy grooving their way into literal bliss. The place offers the best international
and local DJs who can rock the huge disco floor upstairs. You can even choose to go downstairs to
the intimate parlour for some private moments of fun.

Sorry Grandma Saturday Guestlist is strictly for the younger crowd. So you can be sure you will not
run into your grandma here. That is why this club is fast becoming the preferred weekend
destination for those who want to make their Fridays and Saturdays count.
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Ben Bradshaw - About Author:
Were you at one of the coolest & a best nightclub in melbourne over the past weekend? If you were
not, you certainly missing out Sorry Grandma - an amazingly fun, trendy and funky nightclub. Relive
the Fun With a sorry grandma photos saturdays. a sorry grandma saturday guestlist for these
parties are strictly limited to the younger crowd.
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